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Goals Deadlines

Chrome Extension
chrome.google.com/webstore/category/extensions
Customize web browsing with more functions. Choose from thousands of extensions and apps. Save 
valuable time by adding it! 

List Building Tools
app.apollo.io
Filter by industry, geography, and employee size to find people that fit your buyer persona. Find leads in 
your zip code. Use the free plan for email verification and basic filters. Add the Chrome Extension that 
works with LinkedIn for deeper insights. 

datanyze.com
Begin an account with the free trial. Use it by looking at their databases or adding it as a Chrome extension. 
Pair it with LinkedIn. 

voilanorbert.com
Find anyone’s email address by entering their name and the company URL. Get 50 emails a month for free.

hunter.io
Confirm the accuracy of emails with the app’s confidence score. Find names, job titles, phone numbers, and 
social media profiles. Get 50 free searches a month. Check out the email templates for cold outreach.

Qualifying Prospects
corp.owler.com
Employ this free alternative to D&B. Get insights via news alerts on companies or profiles. Find an overview 
of companies and the CEO approval rating. 

stastita.com/companydb/search
Enter search terms specific to a company or more general to get information on region, industry, revenue, 
and employees. 

Improving Email Communication
hemingwayapp.com
Edit your emails to be more clear and concise. View highlighted areas for ways to improve delivery. 

app.grammarly.com
Receive real-time assistance with grammar, spelling, and syntax. Use it to grade your emails for conciseness 
and other goals you can set. 

Meeting Prep
google.com/alerts
Track any keyword and receive timely news about it. Get a digest daily, weekly, or monthly. Stay up to date 
on customers, prospects, and industry themes. 

crystalknows.com
Understand buyers better. Obtain insights on individuals via personality detection software when using as 
an extension on LinkedIn. Find ways to align to buyer personalities to perfect your pitch. 

Prospecting and Research Tools
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Touchpoint

q Spot Airtimes
Advertising clients enjoying hearing their message on the air with their own ears. Set yourself up for success by providing your
clients with estimated airtimes for their commercial after broadcast logs for the next day are finalized.

q Aircheck of Live Reads
If your client’s campaign includes live reads by your on-air personalities, reinforce the value of those implied or actual
endorsements by providing recordings while the campaign is in flight.

q Competitive Info
Subscribe to local or regional business journals or county newsletters to receive early notices regarding construction projects,
company relocations, and other economic indicators. Share with clients and prospects, making sure to point out opportunities
(or threats) pertaining to their line of business.

q Industry News
Use news alerts and subscriptions to trade journals to stay up to date on an industry’s challenges and successes. Having this
intelligence helps you craft more personalized ad plans.

q White Papers
White papers are data-backed content pieces. They are a treasure trove for statistics, trends, and more. Share those with
customers that either impact their industry or provide unbiased evidence of the power of broadcast or digital advertising.

q Third-Party Research
If you come across third-party research that could optimize ad campaigns, share it with customers and provide a strategy.

q “Huge Value Alerts”
When a client’s on-air schedule includes what are known as “Rotators,” they can run in programs or time periods worth more
than what the client paid! Leverage that big audience delivery by sending a Huge Value Alert, including both their cost and the
rate card value. Add in audience delivery numbers, when possible. It’s a great way to show that you are monitoring the
placement of their ads!

q Audience Delivery Reminders
Use local imagery to reinforce the numbers. Local concert halls, auditoriums, and stadiums have defined seating quantities.
Use pictures or floor plans of those venues to reinforce the size of your audiences.

q Category Ideas
Share ideas for specific categories of ads with examples and data to support the ROI.

q Co-Op Suggestions
Identify opportunities for local businesses to advertise together when there are synergies. In addition, business
vendors/suppliers can be a willing source for co-op funding. Co-Op dollars can reduce costs and expand reach.

q Local Seminars / Conferences
Be on the lookout for events, seminars, conferences, and other professional gatherings that are aligned with marketing
strategies that you have been recommending, as well. Your great business-building ideas carry more weight when repeated
by others in front of a crowd!

Goals Deadlines

Customer Touchpoint Checklist



Recommended Resources

Goals Deadlines

learning.marketron.com
The Marketron Learning Center offers 
self-guided courses that explain key 
digital topics in more detail and provide 
resources for you and your advertisers.

rab.com
RAB includes research, prospecting tips, 
and resources for radio advertising 
professionals. Pitch Reports are great to 
get up to speed on verticals. 

tvb.org
TVB is a trade association that publishes 
content on local broadcast data and 
offers tools and resources for sales 
professionals. 

keithrosen.com/own-your-day/
Learn from an executive sales coach 
who has trained over 3 million users in 
his book. It includes tips on time 
management, how to minimize 
distractions, and be more productive. 

nafcu.org/
This website includes information and 
insights regarding credit unions. 

nada.org/
Car and truck dealer franchises depend 
on this association for the latest in the 
industry. 

restaurant.org/home
Stay up to date on the challenges and 
opportunities for the dining industry. 

plasticsurgery.org
Browse this site for updates on the 
plastic surgery segment of healthcare. 

autoremarketing.com/
Find industry insights on the auto industry, 
specifically the pre-owned market. 

achrnews.com/
Discover breaking news and thought 
leadership for air conditioning, heating, 
and refrigeration verticals. 

plumbermag.com/
Read this resource for all things plumbing, 
including state of the industry 
perspectives. 

hvacrbusiness.com/
Explore business management advice for 
HVAC trades with topics spanning all areas 
of the industry. 

contractormag.com/
Find interesting content for contractors 
that includes growing and managing a 
business. 

contractingbusiness.com/
This publication covers everything for 
contractors (HVACR) with industry insights 
and best practices. 

remodeling.hw.net/
Find content on trends, research, and best 
practices for those in remodeling trades. 

beckershospitalreview.com/
Becker’s covers every aspect of healthcare 
with the latest news and trends that 
matter. 
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